PurpoSe: eradicate Zombies forever

Our Story
Founded 2012
Moving from MITIGATION to ELIMINATION

1,000-Day Priorities:
- EMERGENCY RESPONSE
  - “Fight the Bite” PSA Campaign
  - Self-defense Classes
  - Early awareness school programs
- AWARENESS & EDUCATION
- PREVENTION
  - Top-down global coordination
  - Regional Zombie Eradication Squads
  - Partnerships with local groups and authorities
  - Distribution of supplies and aid
  - Prioritize high-risk areas
  - Protective gear distribution

1,000 Day Goal:
Prove the Zombie Eradication Model Completely in the U.S.
Need: $26M

How You Can Help:
1. Champion
   Zombie Eradication.
2. Invite
   others to be ENGAGED.
3. Invest
   with a commensurate commitment.

Funding Plan:
- 1@ $4.0M
- 2@ $3.0M
- 3@ $2.0M
- 4@ $1.0M
- 6@ $500K
- 10@ $100K
- 20@ $50K
- 50@ $10k
+ Broad-Based Support

Happy Halloween
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